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THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
April 1, 1986

The Regents of the University met at 9:00 a.m. on Tuesday, April 1, 198q
in the Roberts Room, Scholes Hall. Affidavits concerning the public notice of
this meeting are on file in the Office of the Secretary of the University.
Present: Jerry Apodaca, President
Robert L. Sanchez, Vice President
John D. Paez, Secretary-Treasurer
Ann C. Jourdan
Colleen J. Maloof
John Hooker, President, GSA, Advisor
Marty Esquivel, President, ASUNM, Advisor
Michael Conniff, President, Faculty Senate, Advisor
Jerrell Atkinson, President, Alumni Association, Advisor
Also Present: Tom J~ Farer, President of the University
Joel Jones, Vice President for Administration and Planning
Mari Luci Jaramillo, Vice President for Student Affairs
Robert Desiderio, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Leonard Napolitano, Director, Medical Center
Alex Sanchez, Vice President for Community and International Programs
Carroll Lee, Associate Vice President for Business/Comptroller
James Wiegmann, BUdget Director
Anne J. Brown, Secretary of the University
Alan Prickett, Real Estate Coordinator
Marc Price, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
Leon Griffin, Associate Vice President for Student Affairs
Joseph Goldberg, University Counsel
Representatives from the News Media
Also in attendance to make presentations to the Regents:
Noah Golden, Chairman, ASUNM Film Committee: Dr. John Phillips,
Director, Gallup Branch College: and Joseph Little and Joseph Suina
representing the UNM Task Force on Native Am~rican Concerns.

* * * * * *
It was moved by Mrs.
seconded b~Mrs. Maloof,
Regents adopt the agenda
Item VII, and (2) add an
carried.

Jourdan,
Adoption of the Agenda
that the
(1) delete
as printed with the following amendments:
addendum to the sabbatical leave requests. The motion

* * * * * *

It was moved by Mr. Sanchez,
Minutes of March 11, 1986
seconded by Mrs. Maloof, that the
Regents approve the minutes of March 11, 1986 as distributed. Carried.

* * * * * *
President Farer said that the
Administrative Report
Law School was recently audited by
an accreditation committee from the American Bar Association and the American
Association of Law Schools. The accrediting team confirmed the fact that UNM
has a most distinguished Law School and mentioned specifically the high quality of teaching, the commitment of the faculty to teaching and to their
students in general, and a strong commitment to public service. The team also
.mentioned that the UNM School of Law is exemplary in terms of affirmative
action. Farer then announced that the new dean of Law School is Professor Ted
Parnall who he introduced to the aUdience.

t

Farer continued his report by saying that the administration is working on
the 1986-87 budget and two areas of particular interest are student financial
aid and tuition. Mr. Fred Chreist, Director of Student Financial Aid, told
the Regents that during the last sixty days there has been national concern
about the status of student financial aid, both at the federal and state
level. However, even though the Gramm-Rudman Bill will affect financial aid
to some extend the affect will be minor and the large majority of students at
the lower income level will be the least affected in the Title IV Programs-National Direct Student Loans, College Work-Study Program, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant, and Pell Grant.
The recent NM Legislative session did address some local concerns by increasing financial assistance to New Mexico students by approximately
$850,000. Chreist ended his remarks by stating that he believes there will be
changes in financial aid during the 1987-88 academic year.
President Farer called on Robert Desiderio, Vice President for Academic
Affairs, to list financial commitments that should be made to ~ither fixed or
important academic programs. Desiderio reported the following needs (1)
$250,000 for recruitment and retention of faculty members in the compliance
with UNM's affirmative action commitee: (2) $57,000 for salary increases due
to promotions: (3) $300,000 for special needs of colleges: (4) $30,000 for
enhancement of the General Honors Program: (5) $59,000 to reopen the center at
Quito, Ecuador by fall 1987: and (6) $120,000 for instructional TV. Desiderio
said that there would be no increases in the budget for supplies or travel
expenses. He also said that the current budget will not allow for equipment
maintenance.
Farer said that, regarding tuition, the administration would like to
create an emergency fund which would be used to help UNM guarantee that no
student will be denied admission because of financial need. To that end, he
made the following proposal. If the tuition increase used by the legislature
were incorporated into the bUdget, tuition for resident students would be
increased to $48.00 per semester, and for non-resident students would be
increased to $288.00 per semester. The administration is proposing an
increase of $54.00 per semester for resident students and $315.00 per semester
for non-resident students. A $1/4 million·fund would be created to aid those
students with financial need.
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Farer continued his report by stating that for the past several weeks as
well as the Regents, has received numerous commplaints, regarding the showing
on the UNM Campus of Jean-Luc Godard's film, RHail Mary.R It seems that the
film is opposed by a great many people on the grounds that it is deeply offensive to religious feelings. Farer said that the selection of films to be
shown at the UNM Theatre is entirely a student activity, and the administration has no authority to dictate to students unless the films are clearly
illegal in nature.
Regent Apodaca asked Marty Esquivel, President of ASUNM, to explain the
structure and membership ~f the student film committee and the process used to
select films to be shown on campus.

•

•

Esquivel replied that the ASUNM is a student organization whose consitution is approved by the Board of Regents and he is its chief executive
officer. The film committee is one of eight student service agencies. There
are about seven persons who work informally with the chairman of the committee. The chair picks the films to be shown and he has the prerogative to
either consult with the committee or not. Esquivel said that the film series
has been very successful for the last two years because films selected have
been unique and not of the commonwealth film variety. Noah Golden, present
chairman of the film committee, has continued the unique film series.
Esquivel emphasized that Golden reports to him and that he trusts Golden's
jUdgment. He stated that he is morally opposed to the film, but that he did
not believe he should be imposing his motal values on the entire student
body. Esquivel said that he would not take full responsibility for showing
the film.
Regent Apodaca asked Noah Golden, who was in the aUdience, if he would
like to make a statement. Golden said that he stands by the decision to show
"Hail Mary." The UNM Theatre has shown other films by Mr. Godard who is an
internationally recognized film maker of great stature. The film committee
actively seeks to show films not readily available, films that are off the
beaten path, and films that probably would not be shown elsewhere in
Albuquerque. "Hail MaryR was awarded a prize at the Berlin Film Festival by a
Protestant jury, and was also shown at the New York film Festival. The
general impression of the press is that there has been misinterpretation concerning the film. Golden continued by saying that he confers with staff
members, projectionists, volunteers, and faculty members who are involved in
teaching films as text. However, the final decision regarding film selection
is his. He uses his best judgment and his experience to provide a schedule
with diversity and a certain sense of enlightment. The people he really
programs for are those who come to the theatre to view the films.
Apodaca replied that he is interested in the film selection process and
that he assumes that Golden knew of the controversy which has surrounded the
showings or the film in other parts of the United States when he selected
RHail Mary" as one of the films in this year's series. His main concern is
that the University is the SUbject of controversy caused by the decision of
one person and not by concensus of the student body. Apodaca said that he has
received a petition, signed by approximately 2,000 persons, asking the Regents
to ban the showing of the film.
President Farer said that the administration has no authority to dictate
to students how they will exercise the right to free speech. He stated that
in. this case constitutional law is quite clear concerning the First Amendment
and the administration has no intention of interfering with the showing of the
film.
/~_
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Regent Maloof read the following statement:
Citizens who are selected to serve as Regents bring different
prospectives to the Board as a result of their upbringing, their
education, and their faith. Regents are asked to use their best
jUdgment and exercise sound discretion in matters relating to the
University. It is my best judgment as a citizen and also a Regent
that this film should not be shown at UNM. Because it is so highly
offensive to the catholic population of this state. I would feel
the same way if the film were offensive to another religious groups
or a racial minority.

•

The University's purpose is to teach and enlighten. Hatred and Prejudice, in my opinion, have no place in this environment. I understand and value freedom of expression in the University. I will fully
support academic pursuit of different and even unpopular views. At
the same time, I believe that each minority group in our society deserves all the protection we as public officials can provide. The
right of a speaker to state his views is not impaired by our refusal
to support a program of bigotry and hatred. We need not allow injury
in the name of free expression. To those who will say, Rwhere will
you draw the line?R I answer si~ply: RI draw it here R•
Regent Jourdan said that the Regents have an obligation to the citizens of
New Mexico and must consider the cost to the University in suuport if the film
is shown. She said it is not easy to make upopular decisions but she believes
it is in the best interest of the University that the film not be shown.
Regent Paez stated that he is concerned about potential liability to the
University if the film were shown on campus. If the students want to show the
film, he said they should do so at another location away from the University.

•

Regent Sanchez said that he was concerned about the safety of those who
wish to view the film, as well as those who wish to protest its showing. He
agreed with Dr. Paez that the film could be shown elsewhere.
John Hooker, President of the Graduate Student Assocition, stated that the
GSA fully supports ASUNM and believes that the film should be shown as
scheduled.
Michael Conniff, President of the Faculty Senate, said that the Senate is
now studying the restructure of committees and perhaps the responsibility for
film selection can be given to one uf the student-faculty committees.
Regent Apodaca asked Mr. Golden if the film committee would be willing to
have the film viewed by a select committee which would then make recommendations to the Regents concerning the advisability of showing the film at UNM.
Golden responded that he believes that would set a dangerous precedent and
he will not support such a recommendation.
After further discussion, it was moved by Mrs. Maloof, seconded by Dr.
Paez, that the Regents approve the following resolution:
WHEREAS, the ASUNM Film Committee has scheduled the exhibition
on campus, of a movie entitled Hail Mary; and
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WHEREAS, the exhibition of this movie is inconsistent with and
will be disruptive of the educational mission of the University and
will create a clear and present danger to the well-being of students
and others; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents must keep paramount the well-being
and best interests of the University and its students;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO that no University resources or facilities, including
the University's buildings or budget; nor any money raised through the
exaction of fees from students of the University, shall be used to assist,
promote or accomplish the exhibition of the movie Hail Mary on the campus
of the University of New Mexico.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Administration of the University shall
take whatever steps are necessary to implement this Resolution.
The motion passed unanimously and it was noted that all letters received
by the Regents concerning the film "Hail Mary" will be placed in a file in the
office of the University Secretary.

* * * * * *

•

Joseph Little, Chairman of
Report from the Task Force on Native
the UNM Task Force on Native
American Concerns
American Concerns, said that on
August 6, 1985, the UNM Board of Regents established an ad hoc Advisory Task
Force on Native American Concerns and charged the Task Force to make recommendations to the Regents on the following matters:
1. The recruitment and retention of Native Americans as undergraduate and
professional students at the University.
2. The recruitment and retention of Native Americans as graduate and professional students at the University.
3. The recruitment and retention of Native Americans as faculty, staff,
and senior administrators at the University.
Little said that the Task Force has met several times and is ready to
present a preliminary report to the Regents. He introduced Dr. Joseph Suina,
Professor of Curriculum and Instruction and co-chairman of the Task Force, who
gave a brief overview of the structure of the Task Force and outlined some of
the recommendations made thus far.

.-

Suina said that the Task Force was divided into subcommittees for (1)
curriculum and testing, (2) student services, (3) financial aid, (4)
affirmative action and policy, and (5) community outreach and on-site.
Recommendations include the following:
- Implement a degree program in American Indian Studies.

- Develop a comprehensive plan which specifies philosophy, goals and
ofjectives for the Native American Studies Office.
- Develop a strong supportive service program for American Indian students
in the areas of communicative skills and mathematics.
- See to revise present tests used for entrance into education.

•

- Initiate an annual state-wide symposium to plan, develop, implement and
evaluate programs of concern to American Indian students in higher education.
- Seek additional tenure-track appointments for Native American faculty to
reflect affirmative action goals.
- Hire a Native American Financial Aid counselor to work with Native
American students.
- Institute a program to actively recruit more Navajo students.
Establish a network with tribal entities and high school counselors in
Indian populated areas to help identify those professions that are in demand.
- Implement career exploration and plan appropriate programs.
Mr. Little emphasized that this is a preliminary report and the Task Force
will continue to meet and will report again to the Regents at a later date.
Regent Apodaca thanked Mr. Little and Dr. Suina and said that the Regents
looked forward to their next report.

* * * * * *

•

1985-86 Budget Revisions for Medical
Jim Wiegmann, Budget Director,
pointed out that the bUdget reSchool
visions for the Medical School as
printed in the agenda had been approved ?y the Finance and Audit Committee on
Marchi8, 1986. It was thereupon moved by Dr. Paez, seconded by Mrs. Maloof,
the the Regents approve the budget revisions as submitted. Carried.

Current
Budget
Instruction & General

~

Revenue
Expenditures
Transfers from I & G:
to Research
to Public Service
to Capital Outlay
to Student Aids
from Main Campus
Net B,'llances

Proposed
Increase
(Decrease

Revised
Budget

Unrestricted

23,522,200
22,700,300
534,000
-0300,000
13,800
(26,400)
500

To increase transfers for capital outlay and cost share.
To provide additional funds for Student Services.

93,700
(910,800)
73,500
50,000
417,000
-0- 0464,000

23,615,900
21,789,500
607,500
50,000
717, 000 ;
13,800 ' .
(26,400)
464,500

Internal Service - Unrestricted

'.

43,000
143,000

External Sales
Net Expenditures
Transfer to Reserve for Renewal & Replacement
Net Balances

(100,000)

34,000
(202,000)
136,000
100,000

263,900
263,900

22,100
22,100

-0-

~77 ,000

It'(59,000)
136,000
-0-

To reflect increased activity.
Student Aid, Grants & Stipends - Restricted
Revenue
Expenditures

286,000
286,000

To allow use of available training grant funds.
Independent Operations - Unrestricted
Revenue
Expenditures
Net Balances

15,939,200
16,444,000
(504,800)

152,400
501,400
(349,000)

16,091,600
16,945,400
(853,800)

636,600
636,600

9,459,500
9,459,500

To increase for additional activity and to allow
of balances.

use

Independent Operations - Restricted

•.

~

Revenue
Expenditures

8,822,900
8,822,900

To increase for additional contracts and grants.
Instruction & General - Restricted
Revenue
Expenditures

656,000
656,000

27,000
27,000

683,000
683,000

To allow use of available funds for instructional grants.
To reflect decrease in available funds for Academic
Support and provide budget for award to Student Services.
Research - Unrestricted
Revenue
Expendit!Jres
Transfer from I & G
Net Balances

5,026,500
6,185,500
534,000
(625,000)

(830,000)
(748, 000)
73,500
(8,500)

4,196,500
5,437,500
607,500
(633,500)

4,349,800
4,519,800
-0(170,000)

40,000
81,800
50,000
8,200

4,389,800
4,601,600
50,000
(161,800:

Adjustment to current estimate of activities.
Public Service - Unrestricted
Revenue
Expend i tu res
Transfer from I & G
Net Balances

•

To reflect increased activity and to allow use
of balances.
Public Service - Restricted
Revenue
Expend i tu res

9,009,000
9,009,000

To increase because of additional contracts and grants.

1,300,000
1,300,000

10,309,000
10,309,000

s
Mr. Wiegmann distributed a
Tuition Rates for 1986-87
list of tuition rates recommended
for 1986~87. He said that President Farer had already noted the main campus
tuition rate increase in his administrative report, i.e., $54.00 per semester
for resident students and $315.00 per semester for non-resident students. The
administration is also proposing an increase to $50.00 per credit hour for
non-resident and an increase to $76.00 per credit hour for resident students
at branch colleges. Also proposed is an increase to $1700.00 per year for
resident students and $4700.00 per year for non-resident students in the
medical School.

•

It was moved by Mrs. Jourdan, seconded by Mr. Sanchez, that the Regents
approve the tuition increases as outlined. Carried.

* * * * * *
Mr. Alan Prickett, Director
Public Utility Easement/City of
of Real Estate, asked the Regents
Albuquerque
to approve a request by the City
of Albuquerque for a public utility easement which will allow water and sewer
lines to be constructed within a roadway easement which was previously granted
by the Regents for Clark Carr Road. The roadway connects the General
AVi~tion area of the Albuquerque International Airport with University
Boulevard. UNM will receive the appraised value of the additional easements
and will pay its pro rate share of the utility lines which front on UNM-owned
property.
It was moved by Dr. Paez, seconded by Mrs. Maloof, that tne Regents approve the easement as requested. Carried.

•

* * * * * *
Budget Director Jim Weigmann
NMERI Site Selection
said that there had been previous
discussion concerning the construction of a building on the South Campus for
the New Mexico Engineering Research Institute. Before requests for proposals
are mailed, Regents' approval is needed for the site of the building and also
assurance that the surrounding property will be retained for other UNM
building sites. It is proposed to locate the NMERI building on the east sid~
of University Boulevard, north of the Albuquerque Dukes Baseball Stadium, and
to have the surrounding UNM land dedicated for future UNM buildings.
It was moved by Mr. Sanchez, seconded by Mrs. Jourdan, that the Regents
approve the site for the NMERI building with the assurance that the surrounding property will be retained for future UNM building sites. Carried.

* * * * * *

•

University Counsel Joe Goldberg
Pius High School Lease Option
reminded the Regents that at the
Extension
November 1985 meeting of the Board
of Regents, the Board approved granting an option to the Archdiocese to sublease certain land from the University on which the Archdiocese intended to
build a new campus for St. Pius High School. In December 1985, the Archdiocese
exercised the option and agreed to sublease the land. Under the terms of that
sublease, the conveyance was to be "closed" as of April 1, 1986, at which point
possession of the land would be transferred to the Archdiocese and rental payments would commence in favor of the University.
The imminent closing of the University of Albuquerque has made that location available to the Archdiocese as a potential site for the St. Pius High
School campus. The Archdiocese is presently in the process of determining
where it will place the campus. The "closing"-on the sublease of the
University property to the Archdiocese, however, is scheduled for a date
(April 1, 1986) prior to when the Archdiocese anticipates a decision with respect to where it will place the campus.
In light of the uncertainty concerning this important question, the
Archdiocese has asked whether the sublease between the University and the
Archdiocese-may be rescinded and thereby the Archdiocese may be released of
its obligations under the lease. In addition, the Archdiocese requests that
the University and the Archdiocese enter into a second option agreement, extending until May 15, 1986, the option to the Archdiocese to sublease the land
in question.
Goldberg recommended that the University accede to the requests of the
Archdiocese and agree to rescind the existing lease and to grant to the
Archdiocese an option until May 15, 1966, to sublease the land. The terms of
the option are identical (except for dates) to the original option agreement,
approved by the Board in November 1985. The terms of the sublease remain unchanged.
It was moved by Dr. Paez,seconded by Mrs. Maloof, that the Regents agree
to rescind the existing lease and grant the option as outlined. Carried.

******
Associate Vice President
Disposition of Surplus Property
Carroll Lee asked for Regent
approval to ~di,spose of surplus property as listed in the agenda. He explained
that disposition will be by sealed bid or public auction
It was moved by Mr. Sanchez, seconded by Mrs. Jourdan, that the Regents
approve the disposition of surplus property as presented. Carried.

******

•

Dr. John Phillips, Director of
Naming of Building/Gallup Campus
UNM Gallup College, asked the Regents
to approve the naming of the new multi-purpose building for Clair Gurley in
appreciation for his generous donation of most of the land ,on.wnich the Gallup
campus is located, and also the naming of the library within the building for
John Zollinger in appreciation for his gift of $100,000 for the improvement
and expansion of the library •
It was moved, by Mrs. Maloof, seconded by Mr. Sanchez, that the Regents
approve the naming of the building and the library as requested. Carried.

******

q
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It was moved by Mrs. Jourdan,
Contracts, Leaves, Resignations
seconded by Dr. Paez, that the
and Retirements
Regents approve the contracts,
leaves (including the addendum) resignations, and retirements as presented.
Carried.

I.

•

CONTRACTS

St. Date
A.

3/24/136

Name

Title & Dept.

Appt
Code*

FTE

Mos.

V

100

8wks

Contract
Salary

New Faculty and Coach Contracts 1985-86
Monek, Gloria T.

Vis Instructor
in Nursing

(9

4,100
19,988)

007 6
2992
093
(100 12
92,000)
Education: BA Univ of Wisconsin 1964; MD Univ of Wisconsin 1968; Internal
Medicine Internship & Residency, Univ Hospitals, Cleveland, Ohio 1968-71;
Pulmonary Fellowship, Veterans Admin Hosp, Cleveland, Ohio 1973-75;
Immunology Fellowship, Louisiana State Univ Med Center 1975; Immunology
Fellowship, Tulane Med Center 1975-77. Professional Experience: Assoc
Prof of Medicine, Case Western Reserve Univ 1983-85; Asst Prof of
Medicine, Case Western Reserve Univ 1977-83; Asst Clinical Prof of
Medicine, Tulane Med Center 1975-77. Publications: author or co-author of
28 articles in professional journals and 7 book chapters.

1/1/86

Schuyler, Mark R.

Prof of Medicine

P

VAMC

3/1/86

Berryman, Jim

100

Asst Football Coach

11

(12
B.
St.Date

33,000
36,000)

Revised Contracts 1985-86
Name

Title & Dept.

Code*

FTE

~10

s.

100 6
Argubright, Kent F. Asst Prof of Ob Gyn, 2 , N
(12
Asst Prof of Pediatrics
Revised to increase annual salary rate from $53,040 to $57,000.
dated 5/31/85 was superseded 2/10/86.

1/1/86

e·

Salary
28,500
57,000)
Contract

*The codes used in this column are: 1 to 6=Term appointment with specific
year-des~gnated; V=Visiting or Temporary; P=Probationary; T=Tenured;
N=Non-probationary.

•

...

•

1/1/86

Bowling, Marcia C.

2/17/86

Cordell, Linda S.

1/1/86

Deyhle, Ronald R.

Asst Prof of Ob Gyn

6
(12
Revised to increase annual salary rate from $66,300 to $70,300.
dated 5/31/85 was superseded 2/10/86.
2

100

11

35,150
70,300)
Co"ntract

Acting Vice Pres for T
100 4.5
23,250
Research; Prof of Anthropology
(12
62,000)
Revised to annualize contract and add SAC of $12,256 for Acting VP
duties. Contract dated 5/15/85 was superseded 2/17/86.
Instructor in Ob Gyn

V

100

Revised to increase annual salary from $50,000 to $54,000.
7/2/85 was superseded 2/10/86.
Phelan, Sharon T.

Instructor

~n

Ob Gyn

3

100

Vis Prof of
Mechanical Engr
Revised to correct salary amount for 100% FTE.

V

100

1/1/86

6
27,000
(12
54,000)
Contract dated

6
28,500
(12
57,000)
Revised to reflect increase in annual salary from $52,438 to $57,000.
Contract dated 5/31/85 was superseded 2/10/86.

1/1/86

Razani, Arsalan

4.5
(9

11,250
22,500)

Rosenfeld,
Asst Prof of Ob Gyn
4
100 6
29,500
(12
59,000)
Philip A.
Revised to reflect increase in annual salary from $55,080 to $59,000.
Contract dated 5/31/85 was superseded 2/10/86.

1/1/86

•

II.

LEAVES
Baca, Oswald G., Associate Professor of Biology; at UNM since 1976; no
previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical leave 198b-87 Semester I, with full pay, to work in Dr.
Lou Mallavia's laboratory at Washington State University's
Department of Bacteriology and Public Health to learn recombinant
DNA technology.
Paine, Robert T., Professor of Chemistry; at UNM since 1974; no
leave; requests:

prev~ous

Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to further
develop research skills in the synthesis and characterization of
high-technology materials precursors and solid state compounds.
Studies will be divided between the Universitat Munchen and LQs
Alamos National Laboratory.
Boyle, Gerald J., Professor of Economics; at UNM since 1968; previously on
sabbatical 1979-80 Academic Year; requests:

•

.

f
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Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to condense and
update ,"A Critique of the Representative Tax System" done for the
Department of Taxation & Revenue; to update a study of New Mexico
Low Income Comprehensive Tax Rebate; edit five seminar papers.

~..
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Parker, Alfred L~, Chairman of the Department of Economics, Professor of
Economics; at UNM since 1964; previously on sabbatical 1976-77 Semester II
& 1977-78 Semester I; requests:
~

•

Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to conduct a
survey of current literature in the fields of industrial
organization with emphasis on Antitrust Law and Public Utility
Regulation and to develop research papers for submission to selected
journals.
Gallacher, Patrick J., Associate Professor of English; at UNM since 1972;
previously on sabbatical 1978-79 academic year; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to write a
book on the Canterbury Tales, tentatively entitled Chaucer's Comic
Wisdom.
Hill, Hamlin, Chairman of the English Department, Professor of English; at
UNM since 1975; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to undertake a
major revision of the text of Mark Twain: God's Fool, a biography
of the last decade of its subject's life first published in 1973.
Research will take place at Vassar College and University 6f
California, Berkeley.
Smith, Patricia Clark, Associate Professor of English; at UNM since 1971;
previously on sabbatical 1978-79 Semester II; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to complete a
first draft of a book about the images of landscape in the work of
contemporary southwestern American \Vomen poets from four cultures:
American Indian, Chicana, Asian-American and Anglo.
Cullen, Bradley T., Assistant Professor of Geography; at UNM since 1980;
no previous leave; requests (contingent upon positive tenure decision):
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year with 2/3 pay, to study
Northwestern California's wood products industry, the results of
which will be presented in several journal articles.
Brookins, Douglas G., Professor of Geology; at,UNM since 1971; previously
on sabbatical 1979-80 academic year; requests~
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to conduct
research on radioactive waste disposal under contract with the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory & Sandia National Laboratories. Work with
Dr. Norbert Clauer at the Centre de Sedimentologie et Geochimie de
la Surface, Univ of Straspourg, France studying sedimentary rocks.
Finish revision of a book.

•
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•

Woodward, Lee A., Professor of Geology; at UNM since 1965; previously on
sabbatical 1979-80 Semester I; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to complete
three major research projects requiring e~tensive field work and
write results for publication. Research areas are: Cordilleran
thrust & fold belt in Montana, Precambrian mineral deposits in
Montana and reverse & thrust faults in Rocky Mountain foreland area.
Bakewell, Peter, Professor of History; at UNM since 1975; currently on
sabbatical 1985-86 academic year; requests:
Leave Without Pay 1986-87 Semester I, to complete research started
while on sabbatical.
Berthold, Richard M., Assistant Professor of History; at UNM Slnce 1972;
previously on sabbatical- 1978-79 Semester I; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to write a book
involving the people and situations in Rhodes in the Classical and
Hellenistic periods.
Kessell, John, Associate Professor of History; at UNM since 1983; no
previous leave; requests (sabbatical leave contingent upon positive tenure
decision):

•

Leave Without Pay 1986-87 ~emester I and Sabbatical Leave 1986-87
Semester II, with 2/3 pay, to devote full-time work on the Journals
of Diego de Vargas in order to complete by UNM Centennial.
Oller, John W., Professor of Linguistics; at UNM since 1972; previously on
sabbatical 1979-80 academic year; requests:
Sabbatical Leave19B6-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to spend time
writing and completing 2 language books; and to do some professional
travel and speaking.
Fegan, Howard D., Associate Professor of Mathematics & Statistics; at UNM
since 1980; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to work with
Dr. B. F. Steer at the Univ of Oxford in England on probl~ms
involving Dirac operators on homogeneous spaces.
Buys, Mutiara, Assistant Professor of Mathematics & Statistics; at UNM
Slnce 1982; currently on LWOP 1984-85 & 1985-86 academic years; requests:
Leave Without Pay 1986-87 and 1987-88 Academic Years to finish
research which was started during her present leave.
L. S., Associate Professor of Mathematics & Statistics; at UNM Slnce
1968; currently on Sabbatical 1985-86 academic year; requests:

Hah~,

•

Leave Without Pay 1986-87 Academic Year to pursue work in entire
functions, to construct a theory of Fourier transformations and to
translate a Japanese book "Distributions, Ultra-distributions, and
Hyperfunctions" by Professor H. Komatsu into English.

,.~."

f?

---

':.,_.

1.4

Kolchevska; Natasha, Assistant Professor of Modern & Classical Languages;
at UNM since 1977; no previous leave; requests (contingent upon positive
ten~r~ decisi5n)i
..
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to do research
and write article on the influence of Soviet poet Vladimir
Mayakovsky on poetic & riarr~tive practice & theory among writers in
Germany, France and United States. Complete the translation of a
book on literary portraits by Sergey Tretyakov. Will use libraries
at either Univ of California or Univ of Illinois.
•

'.

•

7

Lee, Donald C., Assistant Professor of Philosophy; at UNM Since 1971;
previously on sabbatical 1978~79 academic year; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to continue
research and writing of articles and a book proposing a basic
ethical theory which has implications for political philosophy and
environmental ethics.
King, David S., Professor of Physics & Astronomy; at UNM since 1965;
previously on sabbatical 1978-79 Seme;ter II & 1979-80 Semester I;
requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to collaborate
with researchers at Los Alamos National Labs in the study of
oscillations undergone by stars, the details of which can give
information about the interior structure of stars. The c~lculations
to be performed require the state of the art supercomputers which
are available at LANL.
Roeder, Philip G., Assistant Professor of Political Science; at UNM since
1978; no previous leave; requests:

•

Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to complete
monograph entitled The Limits of Ideological Community? Third World
Marxist-Leninist Regimes and the Socialist Commonwealth. It
examines the extent of integration between the Soviet Bloc and the
new Marxist-Leninist states, such as Angola, Mozanbique and South
Yemen~
.
Johnson, Peder J., Professor of Psychology; at UNM Since 1966; previously
on sabbatical 1979-80 academic year; reque,sts:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to supplement
training in cognitive science, specifically the areas of computer
modelling, philosophy of mind and knowledge representation~ Plans
to visit the Computer Research Lab at New Mexico State Univ arid the

Pittsburgh-Boston areas visiting Carnegie~Mellon & MIT whose
cognitive science programs are among the top 5 in the world.

•

-

';'

1.5

•

McNamara, Patrick H., Associate Professor of Sociology; at··UNM
previously on sabbatical 1977-78, Semester II; requests:

s·~nce

1970;·
~.

Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to analyze
data from 2000 public opinion surveys and to complete interviews .of
students & families. Will travel to Univ of Notre Dame to use
library resources necessary for the writing of the first chapters of
a book on changes in Catholic education since Vatican II.
Long, Vonda, Assistant Professor of Counselor Education; at UNM s~nce
1980j no previous leave; requests (contingent upon positive tenure
dec is ion) :
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to conduct
research, analyze data and write manusc~ipt entitled "The
Relationship Between Masculinity & Self-Esteem & Self-Acceptance
Male Professionals, Students, Clients & Perpetrators of Domestic
Violence" for submission to the Journal of Consulting & Clinical
Psychology.

~n

Altwerger, Bess, Assistant Professor of Curriculum & Instruction in
Multicultural Teacher Education; at UNM since 1980j no previous leave;
requests (contingent upon positive tenure decision):

•

Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to study
existing whole language programs abroad and conduct research in
classrooms in the Albuquerque Public Schools using an approach
involving total comprehension and communication skills. Write
articles for publication in professional journals.
Loughlin, Catherine E., Professor of Curriculum & Instruction ~n
Multicuitural Teacher Education; at UNM since 1965; previously on
sabbatical 1979-80 Semester IIj requests:
Sabbatical Leave 19~6-87 Semester I, with full pay, to complete
writings in the area of the relationship of facility building codes
to program and classroom practice and to conduct literature research
and contact professionals in fields that focus on the learning
environment.
Tonigan, Richard F., Professor of Educational Administration; at UNM since
1967; previously on sabbatical 1974-75 fiscal year; requests:

•

Sabbatical Leave July l-December 31, 1986, with full pay, to modify
commercially available microcomputer programs so that they can be
utilized in specific New Mexico field related projects. To update
knowledge of educational planning and educational facility planning
by visiting sites where recently completed planning and building
projects can be observed. Site visits include Florida, Illi-nois and
possibly California and other states or countries .

1.6

King, Linda Sue, Assistant Professor of Health, Physical Education &
Recreationj at UNM since 1980; no previous leave; requests (contingent
upon positive tenure decision):
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to increase
knowledge in the area of epidemiology by attending The Johns Hopkins
Univ, School of Hygiene and Public Health; to assist the Public
Health Service National Office at Rockville, Maryland in analyzing
data on rural health and publish results. Rewrite and prepare for
publication articles on multicultural health beliefs.
Seidler, Armond H., Professor of Health, Physical Education & Recreationj
at UNM since 1957; previously on sabba~ical 1971-72 Semester II; requests:
Sabbatical Leqve 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to visit
division I university campuses from the major conferences tb measure
and evaluate athletic facilities. Data would include comparisons of
available space on each campus to enrollment, comparisons of such
relationships among various conferences in the country and among
public and private institutions. The results of this study could
provide valid, recommended space standards for such schools, and
support a number of published articles.
Smith, Richard M., Chairman, Department of Family Studies, Associate
Professor of Family S~udies; at UNM since 1978; no previous leave;
requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to conduct
research in the area of aging among the Jicarilla Apaches and the
Navajos. Analyze longitudinal data gathered by the Marital Study
Consortium, specifically the variables of length of engagement, age
at marriage, background differences, readiness for marriage,
influences of the family of orientation, racial implications and
marital success. Write articles for publication.

•

Cooper, Gary W., Assistant Professor of Chemical & Nuclear Engineering; at
UNM since 1978; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to develop 10n
beam diagnostics for the Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator II
experiment at Sandia National Laboratories and to teach several
international nuclear safeguards short courses at Los Alamos .
National Laboratory. Sandia may provide additional compensation of
1/3 of salary.
Chou, David C., Professor of Mechanical Engineering; at UNM S1nce 1980; no
previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to concentrate
research effort in the inter-disciplinary area of interaction
between aerodynamic turbulence and optical propagation. To write up
and publish a large amount of unpublished research results obtained
in the last six years. One-third supplementary salary will be
provided by a grant.

•
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App, Timothy, Associate Professor of Art & Art History; at UNH
no previous leave; requests:

s~nce

1978;

Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to develop
further the direction of art work during the last several years;
transport work to New York for viewing on a continual basis by major
gallery dealers, museum curators a~d other artists.
~

..:. ,--

Clancy, Flora, Assistant Professor of Art & Art History; at UNM since
1979; previously on LWOP 1982-83 academic year; requests (contingent upon
positive tenure decision):
i

Sabbatica~

Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to accept a
Pre-Columbian Studies Fellowship at Dumbarton Oaks and complete a
book on Classic Maya monumental composition.

Corbett, Hoyt, Assistant Professor of Art & Art History; at UNM
1979; no previous leave; requests:

~

.

•

s~nce

Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, to research a
new process in fire arts in which a thin skinned metal is formed and
then glazed and fired with porcelain enamel. To expand conceptual
development of own work, visit artists· studios in major cities of
the west coast and travel to the northwest coast of Canada to see
Northwest Coast Indian Art and the environment it comes from.
Hahn, Betty, Associate Professor of Art & Art History; at UNM
previously on sabbatical 1978-79 Semester II; requests:

s~nce

1976;

Sabbatical Leave .1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to. research
photographic printing processes popular in the 19th Century to
determine their permanence, the best papers for printing on or the
types of compatible pigments. Also, to concentrate on developing
landscapes and still-lifes and some experimental combinations of the
two classic themes.
Rothrock, O. J., Associate Professor of Art & Art History; at UNM since
1977; previously on LWOP 1980-81 academic year; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to complete a
book entitled Jacques Callot and Court Theatre 1608-1620.
Shultis, Christopher, Assistant Professor of Music; at UNM since 1980; no
previous leave; requests:
Leave Without Pay 1986-87 Academic Year to satisfy residency
requirement for Doctor of Musical Arts degree, Univ of Illinois.
Fletcher, Marilyn P., Associate Professor of Librarianship; at UNM
1980; no previous leave; requests:

I

••

s~nce

~abbacical Leave July 1-December 31, 1986, .with full pay, to compile
and edit for publication a reference work tentatively entitled
Reader's Guide to Twentieth Century Science Fiction.

I

~.

--.

1B
Taylor, Scott, Associate Professor of Law; at UNM s~nce 19~2; no previous
le~ve;

~equests:

Leave Without Pay 1986-87 Academic Year to pursue various writing
projects including journal articles and a book on income taxation of
trusts and estates.

•

Teitelbaum, Lee E., Professor of Law; at UNM Slnce 1972; previously on
sabbatical 1981-82 Semester I; requests:
Leave Without Pay 1986-87 A~ademic Year, to serve as a professor of
law at the University of Utah College of Law.
Panton, Don B., Professor of Management; at UNM since 1980; no previous
leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Semester I, with full pay, in the area of
finance research methodology, develop an approximation function for
the cu~ulative distribution and a methodology for employing that
approximation in statistical tests of research hypotheses. The
resulting manuscript to be submitted to refereed journals. New
course in finance will be developed.
Clough, Dorothy H., Associate Professor of Nursing; at UNM
previously on LWOP 9/26-12/26/84; requests:

s~nce

1977;

Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to design and
begin to implement a study of patients' psycho-social adaptation to
chronic illness; pilot a tool to assess cognitions of patients with
chronic illness; do~xtensive literature review and consultation
with experts in the field of behavioral medicine and develop
articleq for submission to professional journals.
Tuchfarber, Edythe M., Assistant Professor of Nursing; at UNM
no previous leave; requests:

s~nce

•

1974;

Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to design and
conduct a pilot study of the learning styles of nursing students.
The results will be submitted to nursing and psychological
journals. Exploie the various delivery systems for well-child care
in the Albuquerque area and prepare a compendium of these agencies
for use by faculty. Volunteer in the pediatric unit at UNMH to
maintain clinical expertise.
DeYoung, Timothy J., Associate Professor of Public Administration; at UNM
since 1979; no previous leave; requests:
Leave Without Pay 1986-87 Semester I and Sabbatica1Leave 1986-87
Semester II, with full pay, to study law and administration by
taking courses offered at the UNM School of Law while on leave
without pay. During sabbatical leave, conduct research on the
impact of recent court decisions on state water resources policy and
administration. This research will result in an article for
publication.

•
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Sterling, Joanne, Assistant Professor of Psychiatry; at UNM since 1969;
extended sick leave with pay 9/1/85-2/28/86 (6 monthsf ap'proved by the
President; requests:
'
Leave Without Pay 4/1/86-3/31/87 for personal reasons.
Ill.

•

IV.

RESIGNATIONS
Name

Title & Dept.

Graettinger, William F.

Asst Prof of Medicine

03/28/86

Joiner, Carol

Vis Instructor
Librarianship

04/18/86

Seigel, Robert S.

Assoc Prof of Radiology

03/14/86

Smialek, John E.

Assoc Prof of Pathology

03/31/86

Spitzer, Daniel M. Jr.

Vis Prof of Management;
Co-Director, Technological
Innovation Center

12/31/85

Williams, Arvis G. Jr.

Asst Prof of Radiology

03/31/86

Effective Date

~n

RETIREMENTS
Name

Title & Dept.

Bedwell, Ruth B.

Gym Attendant, HPER

05/30/86

Christman, Karl

Assoc Prof of Management

07/01/86

Dekker, Marcella R.

Staff Assistant, Economics

05/30/86

Grissom, Laura V.

Asst Registrar, Admissions &
Records

07/31/86

Jacobson, Geraldine R.

Library Tech Asst II, General
Library-BIB Control

02/28/86

Kindel, Nadene K.

Department Secretary, Art
Education

06/30/86

Locksmith, PPD-Medical

05/30/86

Morris, Kenneth V.

Effective Date

Maintenance I
Verstynen, Evelyn

•

Asst Prof of Librarianship

07/01/86

AbDENDUM TO REGENTS' AGENDA FOR APRIL 1, 1986 MEETING

II.

"e

LEAVES
Bogart, Dodd H., Associate Professor of Sociology; at UNM
previous leave; requests:

s~nce

1973; no

Sabbatical Leave 1986-87 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay, to collect and
analyze data on the ideology of organizational stress and complete
articles & a book which are currently in various stages of
development. Expects to vi~it Univ of Michigan and Univ of
California at Berkeley.
Trotter, John A., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anatomy; at UNM since
1~7~; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 7/1/86 through 6/30/87, with 2/3 pay, to gain a
working familiarity with the concepts and methods of biomechanics
and to study the mechanical properties of sub-cellular structures
like the microtubules in arthropod muscle attachments with Dr. John
Gosline at the Univ of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
Klein, Richard C., M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine; at UNM since
197~; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 7/1/86 through 12/31/86, with full pay, to
participate in research using microelectrode and voltage clamp
techniques at the Univ of California in San Francisco with Dr.
Bertram Katzung and to return to UNMand establish a cardiac
cellular electrophysiology laboratory.
Moneim, Moheb S., M.D., Professor of Orthopaedics; at UNM
previous leave; requests:

s~nce

•

1976; no

Sabbatical Leave 7/1/86 through 12/31/86, with full pay, to study
with and assist Profess6r Alain Gilbert in basic research and in
clinical cases at the Institut Francais De La Main in Paris.
Areas
covered will be peripheral nerve surgery, brachial plexus repairs
and microvascular techniques with transfer of various tissues to the
hand.
McConnell, Thomas S., M.D., Associate Professor of Pathology; at UNM
1967; previously on sabbatical 7/16/79 through 1/15/80; requests:

s~nce

Sabbatical Leave 7/14/86 through 9/12/86, 11/17/86 through 1/9/87
and 4/6/87 through 6/12/87 (total of 6 months), with full pay. The
first period will be spent in Rochester, Minnesota with Gordon
Dewald, Ph.D., studying techniques relevant to malignant hematologic
disorders. The second period will be spent in Arthur Robinson's lab
at N~ti6nal Jewish Hospital in Denver working on conjoint
Recombinant 8 project to refine extended banding techniques on
peripheral lymphocytes and amniocytes~. The third period \.,ill be
spent at the laboratory 6f Tumor Cell Biology, NCI, NIH, learning
single copy in-situ hybridization gene probe methodology.

......
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A~dendum

to Regents' Agenda for April 1, 1986 Meeting--Cont'd

Standefer, Jimmy C., Ph.D., Associate Professor. of Pathology; at UNM Since
1970; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 11(1/86 through 4/30/87, with full pay, to study
the metabolism of t~eophylline in patients with cardiac and hepatic
disorders with Dr. Jack Jackson of the VA Medical Center in
Albuquerque.
\.Joodside, William F., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pharmacology; at UNM
since 1972; no previous leave; requests:

•

Sabbatical Leave 7/1/86 through 6/30/87, with 2/3 pay, to research
and study the hormonal and metabolic regulation of hepatic fatty
acid metabolism with Dr. Joseph A. Ontko at the Univ of Oklahoma
7/1/86 through 3/31/87. From 4/1/87 through 6/30/87, will pursue
new research into the holographic theory of memory with Dr. Karl
Pribram, Stanford Univ.
Priola, Donald V., Ph.D., Chairman, Dept. of Physiology, Professor of
Physiology; at UNM since 1966; previously on sabbatical 7/1/76 through
12/31/76; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 7/1/86 through 6/30/87, with 2/3 ~, to learn
techniques of coronary catheterization and sonomicrometric
measurement of flow and contractility in chronic, unanesthetized
animals with Professor Eberhard Bassenge at the Univ of Freiburg,
Federal Republic of Germany.
It is anticipated that D~. Priola will
be a recipient of a Fulbright or Fogarty Senior Fellowship Award.

•

•
The meeting adjourned at 11:50 a:m.

I

•

APPROVED:

ATTEST:

•

•

